
Noreen Carroll , UCCE Master Gardener, Yolo County

A Typical UCCE Master Gardener Workshop

Having heard about the many free classes offered by the UCCE Master Gardeners of Yolo County 
I recently decided to attend a fruit tree pruning workshop presented by Bonnie Berman, UCCE 

Master Gardener-Yolo County, at the Hanna & Herb Bauer Memorial Garden in Woodland. David Linebarger, 
the garden’s representative, hosted the morning session. Bonnie reports 
that more than sixty people attended this workshop – quite a jump from 
the twenty-five people who came to the first workshop a few years 
ago. Sounds like the word got around and people came with lots of 
questions!

As is usual with Master Gardener presentations Bonnie’s was 
both extremely informative and entertaining. She began by reviewing a 
number of fruit tree gardening topics ranging from tools to pests before 
the group did some ‘hands on’ cutting in the demonstration garden.

Bonnie’s presentation is representative of the kinds of things you 
could learn by attending a UCCE Master Gardener public presentation. 
For example:

Fruit tree pruning requires the proper tools
Saws – Bonnie recommends foldable and colorful ones (so   •	

  you can find them!) 
Pruners – Sharpen them on the beveled side at the    •	

  beginning of the season and periodically throughout. Be   
  sure to keep the same angle as the original bevel.

Don’t forget your thick gloves! •	
Continued on next page

Bonnie supervises a practice pruning.
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Prepare your tools by removing rust with steel wool and be sure to sterilize with a fifty/fifty   •	
                  mixture of concentrated Lysol and water before you start cutting and again between trees.

Planting bare-root trees
Shake off any sawdust and place the roots on a slight rise in a hole.•	
Keep the graft union (root stock and scion) above the ground level to help avoid disease.•	
Don’t fertilize, but do water and keep mulch six inches away from the trunk.•	
Bonnie’s planting tips – •	

Lay a shovel across the top of the hole. Ask someone to hold the tree level with the graft o 
union above the soil level then back-fill with the soil from the hole.
Protect new trees by painting their trunks with interior flat latex paint mixed with watero 

 (one-half water/one-half paint) to prevent sunburn. Extend the paint one to two inches   
 below the soil. The paint won’t hurt the tree and will gradually fade away.

Why prune?
You want to create a structure that will support fruit.•	
Keeping the tree a manageable size means you won’t need a ladder, you’ll use less water and be•	

  able to spray and harvest the fruit more easily.
A popular pruning style is an ‘open center’ or ‘vase’ shape which allows sunlight and airflow•	

  into the center of the tree.

When to prune?
The ideal time to prune fruit trees is in January or early February when the trees are fully•	

  dormant. 
Apricots and cherries require summer pruning (July – August). They’re susceptible to disease if •	
cut in the winter.
Citrus doesn’t need a big prune, but if you do, it’s best to cut before buds form or after it flowers   •	

   (and when the bees leave!) Just don’t prune in the fall.

Types of pruning cuts
Heading cut – Above any of the buds•	

Encourages growth to the top of the brancho 
Tree will put energy six inches below the cuto 
Helps balance the treeo 

Thinning cut – Where branches intersect•	
Does not encourage growtho 
Thins the tree outo 

Let forty-five degrees be your guide!•	
Branches growing upward at forty-five degrees are ideal for producing fruito 
Make all cuts at a forty-five degree angle so moisture will dry and slide offo 
Weight vertical branches to forty-five degrees if you’ve got the space o 

Remember - whatever cut you make, don’t leave a stub! •	

Thinning fruit is important
Less fruit on a branch helps increase air flow and sunlight which, in turn, produces an even fruit•	
set and larger fruit
If thinning, begin when fruit is the size of a quarter or smaller •	

Fertilization and Water
Compost is good all year round!•	
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Some fruit trees don’t need much fertilizer but Citrus can use nitrogen this time of year (January •	
– February) and again in May and June.
Young trees also need consistent water so water new trees when the soil is dry below six inches. •	
Mature fruit trees need watering every seven to ten days.
If we have a frost, pull mulch away from base of the tree and water the soil.•	

Diseases and other conditions
Bonnie pointed out that the University of California’s•	  Integrated Pest Management (IPM) 

  Program is a great source to help you figure out what insect or disease you’re dealing with and   
   what to do about it. (http://ipm.ucanr.edu/)

A couple of diseases we see in California are •	
Fire blighto  – a bacterium that infects pears and apples through their blossoms then 
branches and twigs. It will eventually kill the tree.  
Peach leaf curlo  – a fungus that affects peaches and nectarines. The leaves shrivel, curl 
and turn red. It saps energy from the tree and impacts fruit production but won’t kill the 
tree. You can leave the leaves on the tree but they are rather unsightly. 

Great resource - Bonnie also noted that one of best book references is produced by UC’s Agriculture and Natural 
Resources publication (ANR) The Home Orchard by Chuck Ingels, Pamela Geisel, and Max Norton. 

 Be sure to join Bonnie next year at the Herbert and Hannah Bauer Garden to hone your pruning skills! 
And, don’t forget to take a look at the Yolo County’s UCCE Master Gardeners website to find out when and where 
Master Gardeners will be presenting other exciting workshops in Yolo County: http://yolomg.ucanr.edu. Those 
for the remainder of March and for April are listed at the end of this newsletter.

Tried and True Vegetable Varieties 
for Yolo County

Michael Kluk, UCCE Master Gardener, Yolo County

Yolo County offers many advantages and a few disadvantages for vegetable gardeners. We have hot 
dry summers and heavy soils in some areas. On the other hand, our weather is moderate much of the 

year and those soils have a generous nutrient profile. This article will provide a list of some varieties of vegetables 
that UCCE Master Gardeners, Yolo County have tried and recommend as well-suited to our climate and soils. 
Planting these should give you a fighting chance of success. And, of course, we hope you also branch out to try 
other varieties that seem interesting and promising.

First, a few definitions. Species refers to what is commonly considered a “type” of vegetable. Tomatoes 
are all the same species (Solanum lycopersicum) whether the fruits are big or small, red or yellow. Corn is all the 
same species (Zea mays) whether it is a sweet white corn with five-foot stalks or 10-foot tall yellow field corn. 

A variety on the other hand is one of many expressions of a vegetable species. ‘Brandywine’ and ‘Roma’ 
are different varieties of tomato. ‘Silver Queen’ and ‘Golden Jubilee’ are different varieties of corn. Some varieties 
of a vegetable species will likely do better than others in our climate and soils.

A few other words you will see in the list below. A hybrid variety is created when plant breeders intentionally 
cross-pollinate two different varieties of a plant, attempting to produce an offspring that contains desirable traits 
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of each of the parents. Cross-pollination is a natural process that occurs within members of the same plant species. 
People have been intentionally creating hybrids at least since the Austrian Monk Gregor Mendel demonstrated the 
basic rules of plant hereditary in the mid-19th century. Hybrid plants are not genetically modified or GMO plants 
which are created by modifying the genes in the plant. No GMO seeds are sold to the general public.

An open pollinated variety has not been hybridized. When a plant is pollinated by another plant of the 
same variety or self-pollinates, the resulting seeds will produce plants that are the same as the parent plant(s). 
Heirloom varieties are open pollinated varieties that have been grown and maintained without hybridization for 
a relatively long period of time. Beyond that, there is no real agreement of the term. It has no scientific meaning 
and has become, more than anything, a marketing phrase. Still, it is safe to say that true heirloom vegetables have 
stood the test of time.

The list below will include both hybrid (H) and open pollinated varieties (OP). Both can have a place in a 
successful vegetable garden and both have advantages and disadvantages. 

Open pollinated varieties often have a relatively narrow range of climate and soils in which they will be 
most successful because they were often selected over time while growing in a fairly limited geographic area. 
They may be prone to disease, especially diseases they did not face in their home habitat. Preserving the genetic 
diversity represented by open pollinated varieties is important however. It is often claimed that, especially with 
tomatoes, they have better flavor. That is not universally true. ‘Sungold’ is a hybrid tomato that has often won 
tomato tastings. ‘Roma’, on the other hand, is an heirloom that has many good qualities but complex flavor is not 
one of them. Iceberg lettuce in another heirloom that is not particularly distinguished for interest or flavor. Still, 
many open pollinated varieties have wonderful flavor and other qualities and deserve a place in your garden. You 
need to be careful in their selection however because not all are adapted to our climate, soils, insects and diseases. 
If you save seeds, you should save open pollinated varieties since the offspring will be true to the parents.

Hybrid varieties are bred to have desirable qualities. They may be less prone to disease than most open 
pollinated varieties. They may grow with extra vigor and are often able to tolerate a wider variety of climates 
and soils than their open pollinated brethren. They often will produce more heavily and consistently. They may 
not have the complex flavor or interesting appearance of some of the open pollinated varieties. But when grown 
in your home garden, the flavor of most hybrids sold to gardeners will far exceed supermarket offerings. They 
deserve to be included as dependable and productive contributors to your kitchen table. You should not save the 
seeds of hybrid varieties, unless you are a real gambler, since the offspring will not be the same as the parent.

The list that follows does not contain variety recommendations for the full range of vegetables that you 
can grow in Yolo County. It is limited to varieties that Master Gardeners believed they had enough experience 
and success with to merit an endorsement. Not all of these varieties will be available in local nurseries as starts or 
even seeds although most will. All are available as seeds through on-line retailers. 

Recommended Varieties

Asparagus
Purple Passion (H) – Thick purple colored spears, generally sweet and tender. 

Artichoke
Green globe (OP) – Large “flower buds” produced over a long period of time. Will produce the first year when   
 grown from seed in the late winter.

Beans – green
Red Noodle (OP) - Long, 18”, heat tolerant, beautiful pole bean.
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Kentucky Wonder (OP) – Heavy producing all-purpose pole bean.
Romano (OP) – Italian style pole flat bean. Large pods are stringless. Roma is the bush bean version.
Yellow Wax (OP) – A bush bean with stringless yellow pods.
Yardlong (OP) – Long, thin Asian bean sometimes called asparagus bean. Holds up to heat well.

Beans – dry
Fava beans – Windsor(OP)- most common variety, very dependable.
Approvecho (OP) – Larger, more flavorful bean than Windsor.

Beets
Detroit Dark Red (OP) – Standard garden variety, uniform roots with strong healthy tops. 
Chioggia (OP) – Beets have alternating red and pink rings, good tops for greens.

Bok choy (Pak choi)
Canton White (OP) – Big leaves, good thick stems and more heat tolerant than many other varieties. 

Broccoli
De Cicco (OP) – Medium sized heads but plants put out a lot of side shoots once the main head is harvested.
Waltham (OP) – Medium to large 5” heads with lots of side shoots. Very cold tolerant.
Calabrese (OP) – Produces a compact dark green central head, with many lateral or side shoots. Slow bolting   
       with good flavor.
Imperial (H) – Medium sized heads, good heat tolerance makes it a good choice for late winter planting.

Cauliflower
Cheddar (H) – Orange heads that hold up well.
Graffiti (H) – Bright purple heads that maintain their color when cooked.
Amazing (OP) – Old favorite with good leaf cover that does well in wet clay soil.

Chard, Swiss
Fordhook (OP) – Vigorous plant with large leaves and very thick stems.
Bright Lights (OP) – Individual stems are red, yellow, orange, gold, or white making a beautiful display in the   
            garden or on the table.

Corn
Golden Jubilee (H) – Six-foot-tall stalks produce 9” ears with yellow kernels. Best if eaten soon after picking. 
Silver Queen (H) – Eight-inch ears have white, sweet kernels growing on 7’ stalks. 

Cucumbers
Lemon (OP) – Produces many round, yellow fruits.
Armenian (OP) – Not a true cucumber but close enough- never bitter, will stay flavorful even when very large. 
Summer Dance (H) – A Japanese type that produces lots of 9” fruits with good disease resistance.

Eggplant
Traviata (H) – Classic glossy black bell-shaped eggplant with good flavor. 
Orient Express (H) – Early maturing Japanese style, long slender fruits with delicate flavor.
Shoya Long (H) – An extra long Japanese type eggplant, very productive.
Black Beauty (OP) – Large eggplant that grows dependably but later maturing and less productive than some   
             other varieties.
Rose Bianca (OP) – Medium sized light pink fruit with white shading. Rich, mild flesh, not bitter. 

Garlic
Italian Late (OP) - A soft neck variety.
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Purple Stripe (OP) – A hard neck variety.
Spanish Roja (OP) – A hard neck variety, very spicy with “true” garlic flavor.

Kale
Nero Di Toscana (Lucinanto type) (OP) – Big leaves and great flavor.
Red Russian (OP) – Very hearty, good flavor, tender leaves, resists bolting. 

Leeks
American Flag (OP) – Very popular, large thick stocks. 
Lancelot (OP) – Heat resistant variety.

Lettuce, head
Batavian Lettuce (OP) – Loose head, thick leaved French lettuce that holds up well in the heat. Also known as   
       summer-crisp.

Lettuce, leaf
Black Seeded Simpson (OP) – very productive trouble-free leaf lettuce.

Onions
Walla Walla (OP) – Large, sweet, white onion that does well at our medium day length latitude.
Stockton Red (OP) – Medium sized red, sweet onion well suited to our climate and soil.
White Spear (OP) – Bunching onion that does well in the heat.

Peas
Oregon Sugar Pod II (OP) – Short 30” vines do not need staking. Sweet, flat edible pod pea is disease resistant.
Sugar Snap (OP) – Snap pea with round full edible pods

Peppers – sweet
Yolo Wonder (OP) – Bell-type pepper that turns from green to red when mature, good leaf cover to limit    
            sunburn. 
Purple Beauty (OP) – Medium sized bell-type peppers that start out and stay purple.
Corno di Toro (OP) – (Horn of the Bull) Thin walled Italian style sweet pepper, 9” long and red when mature. 
Gypsy (H) – Very productive disease resistant plant produces a lot of 4-5” thin-walled peppers.
Banana (OP) – Thin-walled pepper, 6-7” long, turns from light yellow to red when mature. Very dependable   
   producer. 

Peppers – hot
Ascent (H) – Productive Thai-style mini peppers that pack a punch.
Poinsettia (OP) – Small pepper cluster at the top of the plant, often grown as an ornamental, edible and very hot.
Jalapeno (OP) – Classic medium hot pepper, heavy producer.
Hungarian Yellow Wax (OP) – Very hot small yellow pepper. 
Poblano (OP) – Heart-shaped 6” fruit with medium heat.
Joe Parker (OP) – Multi-purpose Anaheim type chile pepper, 7” long, dependable producer.

Potatoes  
Yukon Gold (OP) – Medium sized potatoes with sweet yellow flesh.
German Butterball (OP) – Medium sized potatoes with buttery white flesh.
All Blue (OP) – Small to medium sized potatoes that have blue flesh, productive but slow maturing.

Radish
Watermelon (OP) – Large round radish, green on the outside, bright pink on the inside with a surprisingly mild,   
          sweet taste.
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Daikon (OP) – Large, long radish with a very mild flavor. The tops can be cooked as greens.
Cherry Belle (OP) – Round radish with white flesh, ready to pick 22 days from planting. 

Sweet potato
Beauregard (OP) – Most popular sweet potato, good disease resistance.

Squash – summer
Astia zucchini (H) – Very compact 30” diameter plants that produce early and often. Very resistant to powdery   
            mildew.
Fordhook zucchini (OP) – Very productive, classic zucchini. 
Black Beauty zucchini (OP) – productive, fast growing, dark green fruit.
Gold Star (H) – Crookneck type squash with good adaptability and disease resistance.

Squash – winter
Sugar Hubbard (OP) – Large trailing plants produce 4-5 squash each weighing 15 lbs. or more. Very sweet   
    orange flesh. 
Table Queen Acorn (OP) – Vines spread 4’, good producer.
Red Kuri (OP) – Japanese variety that produces 4 lb. fruit.
Waltham Butternut (OP) – Very popular butternut variety.
Atlas (H) – Very vigorous and productive butternut type, good flavor, powdery mildew resistant.

Tomatoes 
Principe Borghese (OP) – Compact plants, very productive of 1” x 2” fruit. The most popular tomato to dry in   
         Italy.
Ace 55 (OP) – Medium sized red tomato developed at UC Davis in the 40’s. One of the few open pollinated   
  varieties that is resistant to fusarium and verticillium.  
Early Girl (H) – Medium sized plants produce lots of baseball sized tomatoes with good flavor. Good disease   
    resistance.
Indian Stripe (OP) – Indeterminate vines bear 8 to 10 oz. burgundy-purple tomatoes that are very flavorful. 
Mexico (OP) – Very large indeterminate plants produce large (1 lb.), dark pink fruits with very good flavor. 
Chocolate Cherry (OP) – Indeterminate vines bear a heavy crop of brown skinned cherry tomatoes.
Sungold (H) – Average sized, sweet yellow cherry tomatoes born on indeterminate vines. Very popular. 
Costoluto Genovese (OP) – Large fluted fruit on indeterminate vines. Heat tolerant.
Lemon boy (H) – Medium sized yellow fruit on indeterminate vines. Highly resistant to common tomato   
       diseases.

Jan Bower, UCCE Master Gardener, Yolo County

There was a majestic line of black walnut trees along both sides of Russell Boulevard in Davis when 
we moved to Davis, California, about twelve years ago. The City calls it the “Avenue of Trees” -- a 

1.25 mile section of the transcontinental Lincoln Highway, so designated in 1913. The trees H. M. LaRue and 
family, who owned much of the land fronting Russell between Highway 113 and Cactus Corner (Highway 98), 
planted the trees in 1876. But a fungus known as Thousand Cankers Disease that is killing black walnut trees 
across many western states has hit the stately old walnut trees, which provided beauty and shade. The disease is 

Secrets of the Black Walnut (Juglans nigra)
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spread by an association with twig beetles, and has forced 
the City of Davis to perform tree and branch cutting on the 
landmark trees. Recently, the City started to revive the tree 
avenue by replacing the walnuts with blue and valley oaks. 
According to City Arborist Robert Cain, eight new oak 
trees have been planted. Volunteers from Tree Davis are 
helping to restore the trees that are left and to remove the 
mistletoe that has been a problem for years. In fall 2017, 
they worked on the south side of Russell and plan to work 
on the north side in fall 2018. This affair prompted my 
interest in the black walnut tree.

History 
The black walnut, also known as American 

walnut, is a large hardwood species in the Juglandaceae 
family, which also includes alders, oaks, and hazelnuts. 

The tree is native to the Himalayas, Kyrgyzstan, Central Asia, and was cultivated in Europe as early as 100 B.C. In 
North America, the black walnut existed in the east before spreading westward to California. In a recent Tuleyome 
lecture, Professor Dan Potter, UC Davis Department of Plant Science, said there are now twenty-one species of 
black walnuts worldwide. Native Americans used its branches for firewood and its bark, leaves, husks, and nuts 
to cure snakebites, toothaches, fevers, and skin diseases. The black walnut continues to be a versatile and popular 
functional food as it was thousands of years ago. 

Characteristics 
The height of an adult black walnut can reach 100 feet. An exception is a black walnut tree in northern 

California on the Donald and Sylvia McLaughlin Natural Preserve in Napa and Lake Counties, which is 120 feet 
high with an eighty-foot canopy and trunk circumference of nineteen feet. Black walnut leaves are deciduous, 
spear-shaped, light green, and several inches long. Its bark is black, thick, and deeply furrowed. The trees produce 
nuts when they are about ten years old, but the best production begins when they are thirty. Black walnut trees are 
toxic and can cause yellowing leaves, wilting, stunted growth, and eventually death to nearby plants. This toxic 
effect is called allelopathy. The toxic chemical produced by the black walnut is juglone, and is found in its fruit, 
leaves, branches, roots, and even the soil under its canopy. The black walnut is often called “The Killer Tree.” 
Its leaves, bark and nut hulls are not recommended for use as compost or landscape mulch, and gardeners should 
avoid planting vegetable gardens in their vicinity. On the positive side, juglone is a fungicide and an antibacterial, 
antiviral, and antiparasitic agent. 

Harvesting by Hand 
Black walnuts should be harvested as soon as the outer husk softens and before they drop to the ground. 

Harvest period is generally late September to early October. When picked, they are often still green. If a finger 
depression can be left in the husk, the nut is mature. Gloves should be worn when handling the walnuts because 
the outside husks will stain just about anything. They were once used for dying cloth and baskets. The husks are 
extremely hard, so much effort is required to get at the nuts. Some people pile the nuts in their gravel driveways 
and drive over them. Others drill a 1 5/8-inch hole in thick plywood and force the nut through the hole with a 
hammer, shearing off the husk. More commonly, a heavy foot or 2 x 4 plank is used to roll off the husk. The crows 
along Russell Boulevard figured out how to drop the black walnuts from the trees onto the road so that cars will 
hit the nuts and crack open the husks, saving beak work. Once the husks are removed the nuts need to be dried 
in a well-ventilated area out of direct sunlight for several weeks. They are ready for cracking when the nuts are 
shaken and can be heard rattling inside the shells. Hand-held nutcrackers seldom work. A mallet, hammer, vise, 

Davis city workers cut the walnut trees on Russell
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or big rock is a better choice.

Commercial Value 
The black walnut wood is attractive, heavy and hard, making it durable and easy to work. As lumber, it 

is used to make interior floors, cabinetry, furniture, paneling, and veneer. It is also the preferred choice of wood 
for rifle gunstocks. Black walnut trees are most often used in large scale landscapes; home landscapers consider 
the leaves and fruits to be a messy nuisance. Commercial tree farms in the U.S., China, Iran, and Turkey range in 
size from ten acres to nearly 1 million acres. Hammons Products Company in Stockton, Missouri, is the world’s 
leading commercial processor. Four generations of Hammons have given Stockton the unofficial title of black 
walnut capital of the world. They maintain 238 hulling stations in fourteen states. Black walnut harvesters gather 
nuts locally and bring them to the stations, which in turn send them to Hammons for processing. In an average 
year, they move 25 million pounds of black walnuts. Black walnuts have a rich, tangy flavor that is pleasant to eat 
in soups, on salads, in casseroles, and as snacks. They also are used to make walnut oil, used in cooking, soaps, 
paints, and polishes. Growers, who once left walnut shells as waste, are now collecting them for use in glues and 
plastics. The demand for black walnuts is continually growing. Closer to home is the Mariani Nut Company in 
Winters, California. The firm is also in its fourth generation of family farmers, but they produce primarily English 
walnuts and use black walnut trees as rootstock for grafting. Through the selection of high quality black walnut 
cultivars, they have been able to produce twenty varieties of walnuts, and some hybrids, including Paradox 
rootstock.

!@#$%! Bermudagrass
(Part Two)

Editor’s note: Carolle reported on her experimented with solarization last summer. (Yolo Gardener, Vol. XI, No. III, Fall, 2017). This 
is her follow-up.

The reckoning came the day after Labor Day. The bermudagrass had cooked its way through two 
applications of plastic (i.e., solarization) for more than two months. Despite the setback of visually 

acknowledged green in the shady areas of the yard, the general gold and dust of the landscape bore witness to dead 
plant life. “Hooray!” This was the goal, after all. But what to do with this unsightly spans of desolation? 

Of course, I had drawn up a detailed design complete 
with drip irrigation, waterwise plants, and a generous, 
permeable patio space. However, I couldn’t bring myself 
to plant directly into the dead grass. Even though the 
warnings were clear in the literature not to disturb the soil 
more than two inches deep for fear of exposing dormant 
seeds, I actually put spade to soil and dug up the bermuda 
corpse. Ninety-eight percent truly looked desiccated, the 
other two percent was suspiciously “plump” and ready 
to repopulate the yard. Dig, shake, haul, until the entire 
space was rid of the curse and two 10 yard Davis Waste 
Removal bins were filled and donated to the dump. I 
amended the remaining soil and launched into the tasks 
of patio building, irrigation laying, hardscape arrangement 
and finally, in November, planting and mulching. This 
all proceeded with a wary eye toward the appearance of 

Carolle Juliano, UCCE Master Gardener, Yolo County
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volunteer green where it shouldn’t be. 

Indeed, the yard was visited by interloping vegetation. By mid-January tiny seedlings had begun to emerge 
through the mulch and stones. But “not to worry” - they were merely pesky weeds, including what looked to be 
annual bluegrass, crabgrass, chickweed, and bindweed. They were juvenile and pluckable. No sign of the demon 
grass, that is until late in February. There at the fenceline on the west was a sprig of bermudagrass! Rooted on the 
neighbor’s side, the bermuda tentacles greedily stretched toward the amended treat on my flank of the boundary. 
Zap!

 Ashamedly, I confess my rage propelled me to 
shoot it with glyphosate. And now I stand alert and at 
guard to spritz any and all bermudagrass adventurers 
that dare trespass on my property! That being admitted, 
I think I can claim at least a qualified victory over my 
verdant nemesis.

The question remains, however, was solarization 
a viable means to a bermuda-free yard? Yes and no. There 
are definitely lessons to be learned and shared. First and 
foremost, at minimum, only clear 4 ml plastic should 
be used. Anything less won’t stand up to our scorching 
summer sun. Second, make sure the area to be treated is in 
full sun. Any shade will allow the bermudagrass to laugh 
at you and frustrate your efforts. Third, patience is a key 
ingredient. Waiting an entire summer for results may not 
be for everyone. The aesthetic is ugly and the heat intense, similar to living near a plastic sahara. Fourth, should 
the remaining “carcass” be removed? For me the answer was yes. I couldn’t fathom topping dead bermudagrass 
with compost and planting right into it. Plus, there were those suspiciously viable looking stolens still embedded 
in the stubble. (As we all know, bermuda needs little encouragement to survive!) Yet in all honesty, the digging 
and discarding was brutal. Only a dedicated gardener, bermuda malevolent, or crazed homeowner, would attempt 
and endure that sort of physical punishment. 

So the question is posed, what kind of homeowner/gardener/earth steward are you when it comes to 
!@#$%!  bermudagrass?

 WUCOL is an acronym for “Water Use Classifications of Landscape Species.” This sounds very 
impressive and perhaps intimidating but it is actually a very useful tool when planning a garden 

with the goal of saving water while still providing a pleasant and attractive garden space. It is a California 
State Department of Water Resources and UC Extension generated list developed with advice from water and 
horticultural specialists to determine the best water wise plant choices for any California region. Using the 
WUCOL information plants with the same environmental needs for sun or shade can also be grouped in the 
garden according to their water needs. This allows for a consistent and efficient watering schedule for each 
grouping of similar plants.

What’s a WUCOL and Why Should I Care? 

Peg Smith, UCCE Master Gardener, Yolo County
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 One easy to use source of WUCOL information is http://ucanr.edu/sites/WUCOLS/Plant_Search/. 
Here you will find the water use information i.e. the average water, low, medium or high, needed by a mature 
established plant. Information on over four thousand plants is divided into California regions. For our region 
pick ‘Central Valley’ and then scroll down and select your closest major city, e.g. Davis.

 The WUCOL plant list provides an easy way to find a plant from either the common name or the 
botanical plant name. You can also search by groups of plants e.g. ‘Gc’ - ground cover or ‘S’ – shrub to find 
what you may need for your specific situation.

 Here’s an example of how to use WUCOL information. Consider an area between two trees beside a 
driveway. The sun exposure is filtered light from the south giving partial shade. The goal for this area is to 
provide an attractive view from the street and provide some screening to the neighbor’s yard. The aim is to find 
water-wise shade/part sun plants that will provide color and bloom throughout the year. 

 There are many plants that might fit this space but using the WUCOL information will allow the 
selection of a group of plants that all have similar water needs. This will simplify any irrigation installation 
and allow for the most efficient use of water. After first planting an area water more frequently until the young 
plants are established. After the plants are established run irrigation cycles to deep soak areas but do not 
allow water to run off. By deep soaking and allowing the soil to dry between watering cycles strong deep root 
structure is encouraged which enables the plants to handle the summer heat.

 Here are a few plants that would work in this part shade area

Botanical Name Common Name Bloom Time Description WUCOL
 Water Need

Clematis 
armandii

Evergreen clematis Summer, white 
flowers

Perennial vine, vigorous Moderate/medium

Daphne odora 
‘Aureomarginata’

Winter daphne Winter, fragrant 
pink flowers

Shrub to 3 feet. Leaves 
edged with ivory - needs 

good drainage.

Low

Anemone 
hupehensis 

var. japonica 
‘Pamina’

Japanese anemone Fall, rose pink 
flowers with 
yellow center

Perennial to 2 feet. Moderate/medium

Helleborus 
X ballardiae 
‘Coseh 810’

Lenten rose Winter, pink 
flowers age to 

cranberry

Evergreen to 15 inches. 
Dark foliage and stems

Moderate/medium

Iris pacifica Pacific coast iris Yellow flowers 
with gold 

markings on 
petals

Slow spreading evergreen 
clump.

Not on list

Heuchera 
‘Galaxy’

Coral bells White flowers Perennial to 1 foot. 
Foliage bright red to dark 

purple with spots and 
streaks of fuchsia pink.

Moderate/medium

 As you can see most of the plants have moderate/medium water needs so could be combined under one 
irrigation zone. 

 The Daphne odora is a low water use plant that needs good drainage. It may do better with a different 
grouping of plants. A substitute for the Daphne in this grouping could be Hebe, an evergreen shrub of similar 
height that has a moderate/medium water requirement.
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 Some plants in which you may be interested may not be on the WUCOL list but there are other 
searchable databases that can provide similar information. The Pacific Coast Iris is not included in the WUCOL 
list but a quick check of the Arboretum All Star list, developed by the UC Davis Arboretum, that can be 
searched in a similar manner shows the iris as a low water use plant that would do better in a different grouping 
http://arboretum.ucdavis.edu/plant_search.aspx. The Daphne and the Pacific coast iris would make a good 
combination in a low water use irrigation zone plant grouping.

 Grouping plants into environmental needs and also into water needs will give greater success when 
designing, planting and maintaining a garden. Using the WUCOL list or the Arboretum All Star list gives the 
information needed to organize these groupings, a very important consideration for a successful garden with 
California’s variable seasonal rainfall. 

I’ve Just Bought a New Fruit Tree: Now What?

Michelle Hauold, UCCE Master Gardener, Yolo County

 My friend stood with his mouth agape. “You can’t cut that off! It has a flower already!” So began the 
first lesson teaching my friend how to prune and shape his brand new baby apple tree.

 When we buy a new fruit tree, visions of fat ripe fruit easy to pluck from the branches dance through our 
heads. But the truth is, in order to get your new fruit tree ready for future harvests, you need to prune and shape 
the tree. Planting it is only the first step to creating a beautiful tree that bears lush ripe fruit easy for the picking.

 Spring is the perfect time to add a new fruit tree to your garden. Apple, fig, pear, cherry, apricot, peach, 
nectarine and plum trees are easy to grow. You can buy them “bare root”, i.e. small saplings with their roots 
wrapped in wood shavings and burlap, at affordable prices in most nurseries. Some nurseries are now “planting” 
those bare root fruit trees in a light mix of soil and organic matter in paper pots making it even easier to get your 
new baby tree home (but note that you will pay almost twice as much for a tree if you chose this route).

 If you watch the home and garden shows on TV, you’ll see the crews planting the trees, but you never see 
what comes next. To give your new fruit tree the best chance at growing up with a well-shaped crown and easy to 
reach fruit, you have to train your tree! 

 Like my friend, you may think your tree is ready to go because it already has flowers on it. But don’t let a 
little bloom deceive you. If you just planted your tree and let it grow without pruning and shaping you would get 
a dense growth of branches bunched together, making it difficult to get to the fruit and eventually adding to the 
demise of tree because of poor air circulation and light penetration. 

 Follow these simple steps but be patient. It may take a little longer for your new baby tree to fruit, but in 
the long run, it will be much healthier, and picking your harvest will be much easier!

 Step 1: Choose the right variety of fruit tree for the area you live in. Most nurseries around here will already 
have selected varieties that can tolerate our low “chilling” hours. What does this mean? Most of the fruit trees 
mentioned above require a minimum period of cold winter weather after which a fruit-bearing will blossom.   
Because of our generally mild winters, look for fruit trees with low-chilling hours. 

 Step 2: If you buy a bare-root tree, the roots will be wrapped in burlap or newspaper and tied with string. 
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Remove the wrappings and shake out the roots. If you buy a tree already potted up, remove the pot and loosen 
soil or compost from around the roots, even if it is a compostable pot. You want to be able to inspect the roots to 
make sure they are healthy. Remove any dead, damaged, or impacted roots with a pair of sharp pruners. 

 Step 3: Prepare the soil where you plan to plant the tree, generally about 2-4 feet around and about a foot 
deep. In our area, fruit trees benefit from a “mound” style of planting, which means building a mound in the center 
of the planting hole with the roots draped over the top of the mound. This will assure that the root crown (where 
the roots join the trunk) will stay at or above the soil line as the tree settles over time. It also promotes drainage, 
which will prevent crown rot. For this same reason when back filling avoid mounding dirt above the crown.

 Step 4: Make a “header” pruning cut, taking off as much as half of the sapling you just planted. (make 
it abouy knee high). If there are any side branches, cut those off, leaving basically a small stick planted in the 
ground. When your tree starts to break dormancy it will put out new shoots, allowing you to choose what shoots 
to keep and what to get rid of as you shape your tree. 

 Step 5: Paint the lower half of the tiny truck with a mixture half water and interior, white latex paint. This 
will keep your new baby tree from getting sunburned.

 Step 6: As your tree starts to send out branches decide 
whether you want a “vase” (open) shape or if you want a 
central leader. There are benefits to both, but mostly it comes 
down to personal preference. If you choose an “open” center, 
you are will keep the leader pruned back and select three or 
four branches spaced around the tree. If you choose a central 
leader, you allow the leader to keep growing, and again, you 
will select three or four branches spaced around the trunk to 
train.

 Step 7: Train the selected branches by changing the angle 
of the branch to roughly a 45-degree angle from the trunk. 
The simplest way to do this is by tying weights to the end 

of the selected branches. (I have used small rocks.) Or, you can buy “spreaders” that are placed in the crook 
of the branch. You can also tie twine around the branch and anchor it away from the tree at the desired angle. 
Because these are new branches, they are very flexible and will grow to the desired angle as the branch matures, 
generally in four to five months. By training the branches this way, you improve air and light circulation, and aid 
in producing high quality fruit and a strong healthy tree.

 Step 8: Repeat these steps over the next two years of the tree’s growth to keep it shaped and at the desired 
height. As the tree develops, you will need to decide which branches to remove to maintain the shape and to keep 
the branches angled so the fruit is easy to reach. Don’t be afraid to cut back the branches to keep the tree at a 
manageable height. The best time to do this is during the winter months, when it is easy to see the shape of the 
tree and the angles of the branches. However, it is best not to prune apricots in damp weather. Remove branches 
that cross each other, or that create dense growth in the center of the tree. A general rule of thumb is to remove 
about twenty percent of the previous year’s growth to maintain your tree. 

 Step 9: By the third year, your tree should have the desired shape and height and will be ready to produce 
fruit. 

 By following these steps your new fruit tree will produce high quality fruit that is easy to reach for years 
to come!

           Central Leader                            Vase
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Gardens are often occupied by more than 
just plants. Gardeners include structures 

to promote growth, to enhance beauty, for human or 
animal occupation, or just for whimsy. Useful garden 
structures can run the gamut from a deck to a gazebo. 
Which structures are chosen is determined by how 
you use your garden and your landscape design. Is it a 
working garden, where you love to putt and redesign, 
grow seedlings and propagate? Or do you just love 
sitting in the garden and enjoy being in it? Is the yard 
used by young children or by “mature” adults? What is 
your goal for your garden? Are you informal or formal 
or in-between in garden design? All these need to be 
thought about when choosing hardscape or accents for 
the garden.

A garden structure can aid in the usefulness of a 
garden. If you love to sit in the garden a shaded area is 
nice to have in the hot summer afternoons. If climbing 
plants or vegetables are on the planting scheme then 
having a supportive structure available is imperative. 

Structures can be decorative as well as functional 
depending on the style of the garden. A trellis can be as 
simple as sticks and twine or as elaborate as fits ones 
style. When determining a need knowing the size of the 
garden, whether you are creating garden rooms or just 
one solidified look throughout the yard is important. 
While there should be a connecting flow there can also 
be whimsical and meditative areas of a garden.

Among the many additions to your garden you 
might consider adding:

Bee Hives to produce honey and for •	
pollination.

A Chicken Coop•	
Chickens are natural but indiscriminative o 
weeders so keep them out of freshly 
planted sections.
Chickens also provide natural fertilizer.o 
For many gardeners chickens can be o 
calming and promote meditation.

Useful Garden Structures

Laura Cameron, UCCE Master Gardener, Yolo County

Build a patio or deck in your garden so that you •	
can be “in” the garden while entertaining or just 
relaxing.

Build or buy a gardening bench for propagating •	
new plants, for potting up, or for storing small 
gardening tools and supplies.

Build a greenhouse to over-winter delicate •	
plants, or to extend the planting and growing 
season, or for plants that are loved but which 
are not climate appropriate.

Build a gardening shed in which to store larger •	
tools such as shovel, rakes, hoses, irrigation 
supplies, etc.

Include a lounge chair for relaxing, an umbrella •	
for shade, and/or a hammock for napping

Inclusion of a fountain can provide a sound •	
barrier and a sense of peace. (Use a solar or 
recirculating pump.)

A bird bath provides water for and attracts birds •	
as well as bees to your garden.

A pergola can provide a shaded walkway or •	
small covered area for sitting and also can be 
used for climbing vines

Arches can be made of metal or wood, as accent •	
piece to draw the eye, as area dividers, or as 
entry or welcome points.

Trellis for vegetable or ornamentals can be used •	
to extend the garden upward. 
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Planter boxes or large pots can provide visual variety. They can also be used to divide or emphasize •	
particular ornamentals or vegetables. They can also be handicapable.

Hummingbird feeder provide the joy of looking at such a fascinating bird and hearing that unique •	
hummingbird sound

Don’t forget about raptor/bird/owl boxes as options as well. Whether you have a small garden or a lot of land 
garden structures aid in the use and enjoyment of outside space. There are many places to buy or find DIY project 
plans. Any number of garden books, Pinterest, the internet alone have ideas to ponder. Drive around your town 
and have a look see, visit botanical gardens or just imagine and create. Recently seen at a Farmers Market was a 
reworked Potting Bench from recycled redwood posts and 2” x 6” fence boards. Repurposing can save money and 
be an interesting talking point in your yard.

Spring Gardening Tips

Peg Smith, UCCE Master Gardener, Yolo County

It’s spring, always a time of optimism. Enthusiasm is boundless 
to get out and to plant those vegetables, prune those trees and 

rework that ornamental bed. Don’t forget the best garden tool you will 
ever have is your body. After the winter, take it slowly as you get back 
into the garden. Always lift using your legs. Use ladders safely, don’t 
over reach to get that one last limb pruned – move the ladder. Use 
ergonomic pruning tools if hands are beginning to lose strength. Long 
handled weeding tools save bending and reaching. Take care of your 
best tool and happy spring gardening!

As the weather warms in the spring we meet again the spring 
seasonal insects and diseases. Here’s a handy link to preventative 
Integrated Pest management. This link is set up so that you can check 
each month to see what ‘good housekeeping’ IPM actions you can take 
in the garden.
http: / /www2.ipm.ucanr.edu/ landscapecheckl is t /checkl is t .
cfm?regionKey=2

SPRING CLEANING
Examine trees and shrubs for winter damage. Prune damaged foliage and branches. •	
If you haven’t pruned your roses and fruit trees, this is the last month to ready them for their spring bloom•	 . 
Cut back seasonal grasses.
Do not prune early flowering: rhododendrons, magnolias, camellias, azaleas, viburnum and forsythia.  It •	
is best to prune them after the blossoms are spent or wait until early fall. 
Apply the final application of dormant oil•  spray to all fruit trees before the buds swell. Roses need to be 
sprayed to prevent over-wintering insects and fungal spores. http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/GARDEN/
PLANTS/rose.html *
Apply final application of copper and Volcker Oil to peach and nectarine trees. • http://www.ipm.ucdavis.
edu/PMG/PESTNOTES/pn7426.html *
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Spray a fungicide to control anthracnose on Sycamore and Ash trees. • 
http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/PESTNOTES/pn7420.html#MANAGEMEN• T
Weeds are starting to sprout, so take care of them before they take over. •	
Once your spring bulbs have finished blooming, dead head (remove blossom ends), however, don’t remove •	
the leaves until they turn yellow. This will help the bulbs store energy for next spring’s bloom. If they are 
unsightly, braid them or fold them over and secure with twine, until you remove them in late spring.

**As always please carefully read and follow label instructions and properly dispose of excess materials.

FERTILIZING, COMPOSTING AND MULCHING

Your plants are hungry. Begin to lightly cultivate your perennial garden, being careful not to dig too close to your 
plants. Loosen the soil as soon as it is not too wet to work. 

Add soil amendments, such as compost, peat moss and organic fertilizer. •	
Roses and fruit trees need special attention now. In addition to organic rose fertilizer and soil amendments, •	
I add a cup of alfalfa pellets to each rose plant. This helps the rose to produce more basal breaks (new 
growth) and more chlorophyll.
Be sure to use fertilizer that is recommended for each plant type. In particular, too much nitrogen will make •	
the plant grow too quickly, producing growth which will not be as sturdy and which is more susceptible to 
sucking insects. Too much nitrogen encourages leaf growth not blooms.
Resume your fertilizing schedule for your lawn and fruit trees.•	
Fertilize your spring blooming plants, such as camellias and azaleas after they bloom and repeat for the •	
next three months. 
Fertilize your houseplants.•	
Mulch your garden to a depth of 4 inches. The reward will be fewer weeds and less watering in the months •	
ahead.

Mulch is good for water conservation but to attract our native bees, wonderful pollinators, you need to leave some 
bare soil, some nesting possibilities and a shallow water source. https://xerces.org/enhancing-habitat-for-native-
bees/

PLANTING

Perennial plants need attention now. •	
Remove any old growth. o 
Dig and divide crowded perennial plants.o 

Select early blooming annuals, •	
Plant candytuft, pansies, violas, dianthus, Iceland poppies and primroses. o 

Select summer blooming plants.•	
Bulbs, corms, tubers can be planted now. •	

Some colorful choices are cannas, begonias, lilies, and dahlias. o 
Shade plants include:•	

Serpentine Columbine, Lillian’s pink coral bells, Rosada coral bells, Island Alumroot, and Giant Chain o 
Fern. 

Drought tolerant and sunny location plants:•	
Island Pink yarrow, blue gamma grass, California fuchsia, Santa Margarita foothill penstemon, o 
hummingbird sage, and Cascade Creek California goldenrod. 

Replace old, worn out shrubs and roses. Be sure to select these plants with care to insure they have the 
correct growing conditions. Careful selection ensures healthy plants that are easy to grow and maintain. Young 
plants need additional water to help them through their first summer.
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After you have completed your planting, be sure to lightly fertilize your plants and mulch well. Remember 
that plants do better if they are planted at or slightly above grade. If you are planning to grow your vegetables 
from seed, begin your seedlings indoors under lights. By late April or early May you can harden off and plant the 
seedlings in your vegetable garden. The soil temperature needs to be 50 degrees Fahrenheit before you set out 
your young plants.

DISEASE AND PEST CONTROL

If you have applied your dormant oil and fungicide, your plants will be off to a good start. 
Periodically check plants, especially roses, for signs of black spot, rust and mildew. These often appear •	
first on the interior or lower parts of the plant. If the spring is especially rainy, you will need to be more 
vigilant, and either remove the affected leaves or spray more often. Don’t be alarmed if your rose leaves 
have neatly cut out curved sections that is just the native leaf cutter bee collecting the leaves to line the 
laying sites for their young. 
While you are checking for disease, note whether slugs, snails and earwigs are munching on your plants. •	
As the weather warms, aphids, mites, thrips and scale creep into your garden. These pests are usually 
kept in check by a variety of beneficial insects such as lacewings, mantises, ground beetles, tachinidae, 
and robber flies. Many plants attract beneficial insects including yarrow, alyssum, feverfew, dill, parsley, 
coriander, penstemon, and asters.

***If you need to use commercial pesticides, consult http://ipm.ucdavis.edu/ for excellent information on 
controlling pests and diseases.

LAWN CARE

Lawn can still have a place in the garden when managed well. 
Deep soaking, without having water run-off, encourages deep root 
growth this is the key to a healthy summer lawn. Lawn does not 
need to be watered every day. Even with our hot summers a deep 
soak once or twice a week will carry a lawn through the hottest 
season. Lawn does surprisingly well if given a modicum of care 

with deep soaking and regular feeding.  Check your irrigation system and be sure that the lawn is getting the 
proper amount of water. You will also need to raise the mower blade to a height of 3 inches, as spring gives way 
to summer. 

Re-seed thin spots in your lawn and begin your fertilizing and mowing schedule in March. •	
While it is easier to use commercial fertilizer, applying a light topcoat of compost to your lawn will greatly •	
benefit your lawn’s growth and health. Leaving grass clippings on your lawn will add needed nutrients, if 
you do not mind an untidy lawn. Grass clippings make excellent compost.

FINAL SPRING TOUCHES

Paint the lower trunks of young trees with water thinned white, interior latex paint to prevent sunburn •	
and borer problems. Stake tall growing perennials and vegetables before they begin to bend over in late 
spring.  
In late spring, thin fruit trees, leaving 6 inches between each fruit. This will help the remaining fruit to •	
mature properly and keep the branches from being over-weighted and splitting. 
Deadhead spent flowers to assure a long blooming season in your garden. •	
When California poppies begin to fade trim back for a second bloom.
Plant containers with your favorite annuals and herbs. •	
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Master Gardener, Yolo County Hotline..................................................................... (530) 666-8737

Our message  centers will take  your questions and information.  Please leave your name, address, 
phone number and a description of your problem.  A  Master Gardener will research your problem 
and return your call.  
  
E-Mail........................................................................................................    mgyolo@ucdavis.edu
   
Drop In.....................................................................................................    Tuesday & Friday, 9-11 a.m.
                  70 Cottonwood St., Woodland
Web Site ................................................................................................    http://yolomg.ucanr.edu/

Facebook..................................................................................................    UCCE Master Gardeners, Yolo County

Clean and re-stock bird feeders. Sharpen and maintain garden tools. •	
Hang your hammock or set out your favorite garden chair. Relax with some lemonade and take time to •	

enjoy a new gardening book or listen to a local garden radio program.

UCCE MASTER GARDENER EVENTS IN YOLO COUNTY

Spring is a great time to work in the garden, shop local plant sales, and attend 
a FREE UCCE Master Gardener, Yolo County workshop. Included on the next 
page of this newsletter is the schedule for UCCE Master Gardener – Yolo County 
free public workshops and plant sales. Come and join us! Or, check our website for 
moreinformation: http://www.ucanr.edu/yolomg or visit us on facebook.com.

EVENTS AND PLANT SALES:

UC Davis Arboretum Plant Sales • http://publicgarden.ucdavis.edu/plant-sales
Fair Oaks Horticultural Center • http://sacmg.ucanr.edu/Fair_Oaks_Horticulture_Center/Workshop_
Schedule/
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UC	  MASTER	  GARDENERS	  -‐	  YOLO	  COUNTY	  	  

PUBLIC	  WORKSHOP	  SCHEDULE	  
March	  	  –	  	  April	  2018	  

	  

Dates	  and	  times	  subject	  to	  change.	  	  
Please	  check	  at	  http://yolomg.ucanr.edu/	  for	  updates.	  

	  

All	  workshops	  are	  open	  to	  the	  public	  and	  are	  free.	  
	  

Workshops	  are	  held	  in	  several	  different	  venues.	  	  
Check	  the	  venue	  address	  for	  those	  in	  which	  you	  are	  interested.	  	  

 
MARCH WORKSHOPS 
 

DAVIS  
 
Date Time Topic Venue 
Saturday, March 17 9:30 – 11:00 AM Preparing for the Summer Garden ACE**** 

Sunday, March 18 2:00 – 4:00 PM Gardening Q&A 
2:15 PM When do I Plant my Spring Vegetables? 
3:15 PM Now is the Time to Weed and Mulch 

Davis Library** 

Saturday, March 24 9:30 – 10:30 AM 
 
11:00 AM – Noon 

Let’s Talk About Native Bees – California’s Pollinators 
Improve Your Garden with Simple Structures – Trellis, Raised 
Beds, Arbors & Pathways 

CPG* 

Sunday, March 25 2:00 – 4:00 PM Year Round Kitchen Gardening –  
planting the spring garden, feeding garden beds & fruit trees, 
garden tool care & honey bee swarms 

Davis Library** 

	  

*CPG (Central Park Gardens) at the corner of 3rd and B Streets in Davis, CA 95616 
**Davis Library (Davis Branch of Yolo County Library), conference room, 315 E 14th Street, Davis 95616 
**** Ace 240 G Street Davis, 95616 
 

WOODLAND 
 
Date Time Topic Venue 
Saturday, March 24 10:30 – 11:30 AM Seeding Summer Vegetables WCC* 
 

*WCC (Woodland Community College) 2300 E. Gibson Road, Woodland, 95776 
 

WEST SACRAMENTO 
 
Date Time Topic Venue 
Friday, March 23 Noon – 2:00 PM Composting & Vermiculture (worm composting) West Sacramento* 
 

* Arthur Turner Library 1212 Merkley Avenue, West Sacramento, CA 95691 
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APRIL WORKSHOPS 
 

DAVIS 
 
Date Time Topic Venue 
Saturday, April 14 10:00 AM – Noon Ask A Master Gardener  ACE**** 

Saturday, April 14 9:00 AM – 1 PM MG Q & A at Open House & Plant Sale Grace Garden*** 

Sunday, April 15 2:00 – 4:00 PM 
2:15 PM 
3:15 PM 

Gardening Q&A 
What to Seed Directly in The Garden and How to do it. 
Seedlings – How to select and How to Transplant Successfully. 

Davis Library** 

Sunday, April 22 2:00 – 4:00 PM Year Round Kitchen Gardening 
- Fruit trees, Herbs, and Vegetables 
- Planting Citrus, Thinning Stone Fruits 

Davis Library** 

Saturday, April 28 9:30 – 10:30 AM 
11:00 - Noon 

Irrigation From A – Z 
Removing Your Lawn 

CPG* 

	  

*CPG (Central Park Gardens) at the corner of 3rd and B Streets in Davis, CA 95616 
**Davis Library (Davis Branch of Yolo County Library), conference room, 315 E 14th Street, Davis 95616 
*** Grace Garden 1620 Anderson Road, Davis, CA 95616. (At the back of the church parking lot.) 
**** Ace 240 G Street Davis, 95616 
 

WOODLAND 
 
Date Time Topic Venue 
Saturday, April 7 9:00 AM – 1 PM 

9:30 – 10:30 AM 
11:00 AM – Noon 

Open House & Plant Sale 
Designing a Mediterranean Garden 
What’s Wrong with This Plant? 

WCC* 

Saturday, April 14 9:00 AM – 1 PM 
9:30 – 10:30 AM 
11:00 AM – Noon 

Open House & Plant Sale 
Straw Bale Gardening 
Spring Floral Arrangements 

WCC* 

 

*WCC (Woodland Community College) 2300 E. Gibson Road, Woodland, 95776 
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